Digital

Learning
Platform

4 tools in 1...
Data base

Content creation

Activity sharing

Activity tracking

Explore thousands of educational
resources (courses, modules, images,
videos, 3D objects...).

Share the modules and courses with your
students anywhere, anytime.

Create interactive modules and courses
including information, assessment and
survey items.

Monitor their progress and results in real
time.

Multiple uses from primary to high school
Flipped classroom
Customization of learning paths
Downloading of modules and results

Gamiﬁcation
Positioning tests
End of Cycle assessment

Tactileo is the pedagogical platform for primary and secondary
education, designed by and for teachers. This intuitive solution allows
you to create interactive and entertaining multimedia content, and
instantly distribute it on any device (smartphone, tablet, computer...),
in class or remotely, in connected or offline mode, while enjoying
student and teacher storage space.
The Tactileo experience saves you time, motivates, facilitates
interaction and allows you to learn anywhere, anytime with
innovative tools.

Optimized search engine

Intuitive &
instantaneous

Search your modules and courses by disciplines,
levels, skills, and reﬁne your queries with keywords.

Create your content easily
and ditribute it in a flash to
your learners (classic
sharing, email, QR code,
social networks...).

Multi-device support
Enjoy content on all
devices : computers,
tablets, smartphones.

Data security

Enjoy data protection with
secure hosting on
Microsoft Azure high
performance servers.

A wealth of resources

Enjoy thousands of
resources in a few clicks
(courses, modules,
images, videos, 3D
objects...).

Full Web :
Cloud and
SaaS

Enjoy express
deployment
and use free of
technical
constraints.

Reporting & Statistics

Easily and visually analyze your studens’ performance and individualize
your learning paths.

Multiple uses

Learn anywhere, anytime, localy
or remotely, in class, on the
move or from your home.

Collaborative

Free up knowledge
sharing and mobilize
collective intelligence.

Evolutive

Beneﬁt from the
R&D skills of a
team dedicated to
innovation and
continuous
improvement of
the platform.

Offline mode

Access training also without
an internet connection.

Storage space

Data storage space to store and share ﬁles between students and
teachers.

Participatve

Stimulate your student’s creativity, encourage
interactions and commitment from everyone.

For more information :
tactileo.com/education

